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1.1.1.1. IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

1.1. Developer Prerequisites 

This document describes how to develop and deploy optimization applications using FICO Xpress-Insight. 

The optimization model at the heart of the application is authored using the FICO Xpress-Mosel modelling 

language and solved using the Xpress-Optimizer solver. It is assumed that the developer has experience 

with developing optimization models using Mosel, the IVE development editor for Mosel, and the 

Optimizer solver algorithms. The algorithms are documented in the Xpress documentation that is 

distributed with each release of the software. 

The interaction between Insight and the Mosel model, and how the model is presented to the end user, 

can be customized. The configuration options are specified in an XML file. A basic understanding of how 

to create and edit XML documents is required. 

The Insight Analyst client is a container for multiple views of the model, its state and its data. Additional 

custom views can be added by two different methods: 

a) Custom views can be created as embedded web pages. To implement a custom HTML view, the 

developer will need a working knowledge of JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. The principles and API 

for creating HTML custom views are documented in a later chapter of this manual. 

b) Custom views can be created in Java. Custom Java views offer the most flexibility and can be used 

to integrate all manner of visualisation technologies. The developer will need proficiency in Java 

programming and a working knowledge of Eclipse/SWT. The principles for creating Java custom 

views are documented in a later chapter of this manual. The view API is document separately as a 

javadoc reference. 

Finally, the developer needs to be familiar with the UI of the relevant Insight client software e.g. Xpress-

Insight Analyst client, in order to understand how the model will appear to the business user and what 

the impact of the customisation options might be. The features of the Analyst client are documented in 

the Analyst Client User Guide. 

1.2. Hardware and Software Prerequisites 

Xpress is an advanced CPU and memory intensive software program. The minimum specification for an 

Insight development machine is 32-bit Windows (XP/2003/Vista/2008/7), 2 CPU cores and 2 GB of RAM. 

The recommended specification is 64-bit Windows (XP/2003/Vista/2008/7), an Intel i7/E5 CPU with 4-8 

cores and 8GB of RAM.  

Insight requires the following software: Oracle JRE 1.6.0_10 or later; Microsoft Internet Explorer 8 or later 

(IE 9 is recommended for advanced usage of custom HTML views). 

An Xpress development license that includes Insight, Mosel, and Optimizer components is required. 

 

1.3. Key Concepts 

The roles and architectural components of an Insight system:  
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• Developer: The developer of an optimization application using the Insight technology. 

• Analyst: A business user with analytic/OR skills who conducts planning and what-if activities using 

the optimization application and its optimization model(s). 

• End user: A business user, typically with domain rather than analytic/OR skills, who uses the 

results of the analysts work to execute some business function. 

• Insight: The optimization application including Insight server, Insight repository, one or more 

Insight clients and one or more optimization services. 

• Insight server: The application core. Insight server is a Java EE application that manages the 

Insight ecosystem. The server implements an interface whose methods the client software will 

invoke to interact with the system. The server manages a queue of jobs, where each job is a 

request to execute a scenario. 

• Insight repository: The database used to persist all Insight data and state information. The Insight 

repository can be any JDBC compatible relational database although certain databases are tested 

and approved for use with Insight. 

• Insight Client: Any client software that interacts with the Insight server through the public Server 

API. Insight clients can include thick Java clients and thin web based clients. 

• Optimization service: An instance of the xprmsrv (Distributed Mosel Remote Launcher) application 

which can remotely execute a Mosel model. The xprmsrv program can be installed locally, on a 

network server or on a cloud based virtual server and enables the machine to run scenarios for 

the Insight system. 

• Insight Analyst Client: An Insight client application supplied by FICO which implements the 

functionality required to support the analyst role. The Analyst Client is a thick client built with 

Eclipse RCP technology. The Analyst Client is extensible through the View API which allows the 

developer to implement custom views with Java. 

• Insight Analyst edition: A version of Insight which supports a single Analyst Client, pre-configured 

Insight repository, local Insight server and a single local optimization service. 

• Insight Enterprise edition: A version of Insight which supports multiple Insight clients, Insight 

repository, network Insight server and multiple remote optimization services. 

The key data artifacts in the Insight system:  

• Project: A model, optional cfile and zero or more baselines and scenarios/virtual scenario groups. 

• Model: An Insight compatible Xpress Mosel model. Insight loads precompiled Mosel models in the 

.bim file format. 

• cfile: An XML companion file containing metadata to configure the Insight system for an 

individual model. The cfile is loaded at the same time as the model but can subsequently be 

updated by a developer without invalidating the model and scenarios. 

• Schema: A set of data entities. The schema is currently limited to the set of entities explicitly 

declared by the model. The schema is captured from the model on execution of a baseline or 

specified programmatically via the server API. The schema can be annotated by mark-up in the 

.cfile. Entities can be excluded from the schema by being identified as managed=ignore. 

• Scenario: An instantiation of the schema, including input data (and results data if the scenario has 

been executed). A scenario is created from a baseline as a child of a project. 

• Input data: The subset of the scenario data that comprises the input data to the model. By 

default the input data includes parameters and any entity declared in the model that isn’t a 

decision variable or a constraint. Input data is captured during execution of a baseline or specified 

programmatically using the server API 

• Result data: The subset of the scenario data that comprises the result data from the model. By 

default the results data includes decision variables (type, solution value, reduced cost) and 
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constraints (type, activity, RHS value, violation values). Result data is captured from the model 

after execution of the scenario. 

• Baseline: A special limited type of scenario where the model initialises from an external data 

source rather than scenario data, and exits immediately after initialization. A Baseline is used to 

import a set of input data into the Insight system. A Baseline can be parameterised. The Baseline 

input data is read-only. 

• Virtual scenario group (VSG): A group of (virtual) scenarios sharing a common input data set. 

Each virtual scenario (VS) defines modifications to the common input data which are applied prior 

to the virtual scenario being executed. Each virtual scenario has its own set of results data. A 

virtual scenario is permanently owned by the VSG. For most system and UI actions, a virtual 

scenario behaves the same as a normal scenario. 

Clients connected to the Insight server receive notifications when the state of the system changes. Clients 

are expected to display the live state of the persisted data whenever possible (an exception is when the 

client has data or state modifications that have not yet been saved or applied). 

To allow multi-client access and data updates, the Insight system implements a lock mechanism. Artifacts 

in the repository have an associated lock that must be obtained by a client or the server before any 

modification to that item is allowed. Only one client or the server can hold the lock at any time. Insight 

clients are expected to reflect the status of the locks as an editable/read-only mode in the client user 

interface. 
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2.2.2.2. Developing an application with Developing an application with Developing an application with Developing an application with FICO FICO FICO FICO 

XpressXpressXpressXpress----InsightInsightInsightInsight    

2.1. Insight model requirements 

The FICO Xpress-Mosel model developer must implement the following requirements in the model in 

order to use it in FICO Xpress-Insight: 

• Include the ‘mminsight’ package. The mminsight package includes the mminsight.dso Mosel 

module and implements the necessary interactions between Insight and the model. 

• Place a conditional if insight_use_original_data then..end-if  block statement around any model 

code that initializes a managedmanagedmanagedmanaged model entity from an external source or a non-deterministic 

function. 

• Place a call to insight_end_initializations immediately after the last conditional block described 

above. All initialization of managed data should be completed prior to All initialization of managed data should be completed prior to All initialization of managed data should be completed prior to All initialization of managed data should be completed prior to insightinsightinsightinsight____end_initializationsend_initializationsend_initializationsend_initializations. 

Any programmatic logic based on the state of the managed data should not be placAny programmatic logic based on the state of the managed data should not be placAny programmatic logic based on the state of the managed data should not be placAny programmatic logic based on the state of the managed data should not be placed prior toed prior toed prior toed prior to  

insightinsightinsightinsight____end_initializations.end_initializations.end_initializations.end_initializations. 

• Replace any call to minimize/maximize with insight_minimize/insight_maximize. 

• Use the public qualifier to declare any input or results data entities if the –s (strip private symbols) 

compiler option is used. 

2.2. How Insight interacts with a Mosel model 

Insight executes Mosel models by using the XPRD library to send the model via the Distributed Mosel 

mechanism to an xprmsrv instance. Insight executes baselines and scenarios differently. The steps taken 

are documented below. 

Scenario execution 

1. A connection is made to an available xprmsrv service. 

2. A new instance is created (the ‘insight’ execution environment is applied). 

3. Any model resources are copied to the working directory of the remote instance. 

4. The compiled model is sent to the instance and loaded. 

5. The model is executed with insight_use_original_data evaluating to false. 

6. At insight_end_initializations mminsight injects the input data into the model entities marked as 

input by the schema. 

7. At insight_minimize mminsight disables constraints and add violation variables as necessary, then 

calls minimize. When minimize completes, mminsight records the runtime metrics. 

8.  At end-model mminsight captures the results entities and any input entities marked as to be 

updated on model end. 

Baseline execution 

1.  A connection is made to an available xprmsrv service. 

2. A new instance is created (the ‘insight’ execution environment is applied). 

3. Any model resources are copied to the working directory of the remote instance. 

4. The compiled model is sent to the instance and loaded. 

5. The model is executed with insight_use_original_data evaluating to true. 
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6. At insight_end_initializations mminsight captures the model schema and the data from any entity 

identified as an input entity. mminsight then terminates model execution. 

As a consequence of these execution sequences, managed input entities must be declared and 

(conditionally on insight_use_original_data) populated prior to insight_end_initializations. Managed 

results entities must be declared prior to insight_end_initializations. 

2.3. Supported Mosel features 

In general so long as the requirements listed above are met by a model, Insight places no restrictions on 

the programmatic execution of the model. Statements, expressions, procedures, conditional logic, 

procedures, functions, packages and modules can be used as normal (see notes below). A model can solve 

several problems in series, or indeed use mmjobs to solve sub-models.  

2.3.1. Supported Mosel types 

There are restrictions on what entity types can be persisted and manipulated. This table describes these 

restrictions. 

Where a type is unsupported, it can still be used in model. However, it will be invisible to Insight and will 

not be captured as input or results data. 

Mosel Mosel Mosel Mosel entity typeentity typeentity typeentity type    SupportedSupportedSupportedSupported    

Basic types (boolean, integer, real, string) Yes 

MP types (mpvar, linctr)  Yes 

Sets Yes 

Lists No 

Arrays Yes 

Dynamic arrays Yes 

Records No 

Constants Yes 

User defined types (including nested types) No 

Parameters Yes 

Types defined in modules No 

mpproblem type No 

Anonymous constraints No 

 

• Entities declared locally within a procedure or function are not visible to Insight. 
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• Custom DSO modules required by the model should be pre-installed into the MOSEL_DSO 

directory for each optimization service. Custom types defined by a module are not currently 

supported by Insight. If custom types are used in the model, they will not be captured in the input 

or results data. This includes custom types from core modules including quadratic and non linear 

variables and constraint types, text/date types and mmjob types. The Model type provided by 

mmjobs is not directly supported. See the section “Models using mmjobs” for more details. 

2.3.2. Supported data sources 

Models can initialize the input data entities from any supported source, with the following caveats: 

• The security restrictions for xprmsrv are pre-configured to allow Insight to connect to external files 

and databases. Modifying xprmsrv security restrictions may limit the types of data sources that 

Insight can connect to. 

• If xprmsrv is started as a service it may not be able to use the mmodbc.excel driver to access 

Microsoft Excel as a data source due to an issue with certain versions of Microsoft Windows 

(Vista, 7, 2008). Possible workarounds are:  

o run the xprmsrv service as administrator 

o use mmodbc.odbc instead 

o create the directory specified below manually as administrator on the machine that is 

running the xprmsrv service: 

(32bit) C:\Windows\System32\config\systemprofile\Desktop 
(64bit) C:\Windows\SysWOW64\config\systemprofile\Desktop  

 

2.4. The Insight repository 

A project is the top-level node in the repository. It contains the following artifacts: 

• A compiled model 

• An (optional) cfile 

• The model schema 

•  Optionally one or more model/UI resource files. (Incidentally a model resource can be a compiled 

model itself to allow, for example, the execution of sub-models by the master model.) 

A project can have zero or more baseline, scenario, and virtual scenario group (VSG) children.  

Each baseline, scenario, and virtual scenario group has an input data child. VSGs have zero or more virtual 

scenario children. Each scenario and virtual scenario has a results data child. 

The Analyst Client presents the repository as a tree view. It inserts explicit nodes to represent some views 

that can visualise the parent (Model view, VSG Editor view). This figure shows artifacts in the Repository 

pane. 
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2.5. The project zip file 

A new project can be added to the system by providing separate files (.bim, .xml) or a .zip file containing 

all required files.  

The structure of the project zip file is: 

• mymodel.bim (error if more than one .bim file is located in the archive root) 

• mymodel.xml (optional cfile) 

• client_resources (optional folder for UI resource files) 

• model_resources (optional folder for model resource files) 

This figure shows the correct content structure: 

 

 

A directory named “source” is also allowed in the project zip file as a convenient means of bundling the 

Mosel model source with the project. All files in this directory are ignored by Insight.  
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2.6. The companion file 

The developer can provide an additional file alongside the compiled model file that contains metadata 

which customizes the behaviour of the Insight system. This file is XML based and referred to as the 

companion file or cfile. The cfile is loaded into the system at the same time as the model and should have 

a .xml file extension. Unlike the model itself, the cfile can be updated by the developer deleting and 

recreating the project. 

The full XSD schema of the cfile XML is documented in the Xpress-Insight XML Reference. Examples of 

cfile mark-up will be given where appropriate throughout this manual. 

The currently supported elements can be split into two groups; those that modify or enhance the schema, 

and those that customize some aspect of the visualization of the data by a view. Schema enhancements 

are specified by <entity> elements within the <schema> element and the enhancements are applied by the 

server interface when data is requested by a client. Analyst Client views can have a <view> element in the 

cfile within the < client> element. The associated view is passed the DOM object representing the <view> 

element and can interpret the contents as it sees fit. 

<model-companion> 
 <name>My Model</name> 
 <schema> 
  <entity name="cost_trans"/> 
   <alias>Transport Cost</alias> 
  </entity> 
 </schema> 
   <client name="analyst"> 
    <view id=".browser"> 
     <interfaces> 
    <interface text="Year Plan" default="true"> 
     <file path="yearplan.html"/> 
    </interface> 
   </interfaces> 
  </view> 
  </client> 
</model-companion> 
 
 

2.7. UI and model resources 

Two categories of resource files can be provided for the model: 

• Model resources are made accessible to the model during the execution of a scenario. These 

resources are copied to the working directory of the executing model and can be accessed by the 

standard data access functions of Mosel. Note that non-default security settings for an 

optimization service may prevent model resources from being accessed by the model. Model 

resources can be marked in the cfile as baseline only which can be used to avoid transferring large 

data files to the optimization service for subsequent scenarios. 

• UI resources are made available to a view that is visualising some aspect of the scenario data. 

These resources can be retrieved by a client through the Server API. The Analyst Client exposes 

this function in the View API. Most of the Analyst Client core views (Tables, Charts, Model Table, 

and Summary view) do not access the UI resources. The HTML view copies all UI resources into the 

working directory of the embedded browser so they can be referenced from the HTML and 

JavaScript in a page. 

Resources can be included in a new project by loading a project zip file instead of the .bim file alone. The 

Developer menu of the Analyst Client provides options to update the resource files in place. 
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2.8. Data management and scalability 

On execution of a baseline scenario, the schema of the model is captured. The following rules are used to 

identify entities for input and results data. Note that entities are included only in the schema if declared 

prior to the insight_end_initializations call: 

• Any entity of basic type is included in the schema as an input data entity. 

• Any entity of MP type is identified in the schema as a results data entity. 

These rules can be overridden by the cfile. Entities can be explicitly identified as input, result, or ignore.   

<schema> 
  <entity name="state" manage="input"> 
   <update after-execution=”true”/> 
  </entity> 
 </schema> 
 

In the example above, the state entity is identified as input data that should be updated at the end of the 

model. Normal behaviour is to ignore any modifications to the input data that the model itself makes 

during a scenario execution. However this option allows the modifications to be persisted. This allows a 

feedback loop to be created but breaks the determinism of future executions of the scenario and should 

be used with care. 

Each baseline and scenario holds an independent (compressed) copy of the input data, and each executed 

scenario holds an independent copy of the results. For very large models, performance can be improved 

by removing from the schema entities that do not strictly need to be persisted. These should be marked as 

“ignored”. 

For the input data, this would include input data that does not change from scenario to scenario. Such 

input data could be loaded instead from a model resource or a data source that is accessible from any 

optimization service that might be used to execute the model. The initialization of this fixed data should 

occur outside of the insight_use_original_data conditional statements so it occurs for scenario runs (where 

this condition evaluates to false). The entities in this fixed data should be marked as ignored entities by 

the cfile. Unmanaged (ignored) entities are not persisted or made available to a client through the server 

API and so cannot be visualised alongside the results data by the core views of the Analyst Client. This 

drawback can be remedied either by a custom view that loads the fixed data directly from source or by 

calculating in the model useful aggregated metrics from the fixed data and recording these in the results 

data instead. 

Depending on the requirements of the application, it may be possible to improve the performance for 

handling large volumes of results data by persisting calculated metrics rather than the results data in its 

entirety. It is possible to engineer the model to make the selection between persisting metrics or the full 

results data based on a runtime parameter that could be set per scenario. The actual Mosel mpvar/linctr 

entities would be optionally excluded from the results and instead copied to an equivalent set of basic 

type entities that are included in the schema as results. If the copy step is skipped, then the empty entities 

will occupy negligible space for most scenarios.  

2.9. Allowing relaxation and disabling of constraints 

Insight allows the developer to enable or disable constraints for a scenario. A client can expose to the user 

the option to disable a constraint. The Analyst Client allows such constraints and arrays of constraints to 

be marked as disabled through the model table of a scenario. For arrays of constraints, the option of 
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whether it can be disabled applies to all constraints within the array, but the decision to disable can be 

applied to individual elements of the array. 

Insight also allows constraints to be marked as relaxable. A client can expose to the user the option to 

allow the solver to violate the constraint if this is the only way to avoid an infeasible model. The Analyst 

Client allows such constraints to be marked as relaxable through the Model Table of a scenario. For arrays 

of constraints, the option of whether it can be relaxed applies to all constraints within the array, but the 

decision to allow relaxation can be applied to individual elements of the array. Ultimately the decision to 

relax a constraint is made by the solver engine. 

When a constraint or array of constraints is marked as relaxable, then two input entities must be 

identified which hold the unit cost associated with the violation and the upper boundary on the 

permissible violation. For individual constraints, these violation limit and cost entities must be scalars of 

type real. For an array of constraints, these entities must be arrays with the same index sets as the 

constraint array and of type real. 

 <entity name="limit_constraints"> 
  <alias>Resource Limits</alias> 
  <constraint> 
   <disable allowed="true"/> 
   <relax allowed="true"> 
    <violation-limits entity="limit_slack_bounds"/> 
    <violation-costs entity="limit_slack_costs"/> 
   </relax> 
  </constraint> 
 </entity>  
 

The state of the constraint (whether the solver relaxed the constraint, and by how much) is captured 

automatically as part of the results data for the executed scenario. 

2.10. Debugging aids 

The Analyst Client incorporates a Developer mode that provides some useful tools. This mode is enabled 

by running the Analyst Client program via a shortcut that passes the argument devmode to the target. The 

standard installation provides an insight_client_dev.bat launch script which starts the Analyst Client in 

Developer mode. Developer mode adds an additional menu with six options. 

The “Update Companion File” option allows a new cfile to be loaded into an existing project. This option 

is enabled when a project is selected in the Repository pane. Any open views should automatically update 

to use the new information in the cfile. Note that in order to preserve the integrity of the project, any 

cfile setting that modifies the schema in such a way as to introduce an inconsistency with the input and 

results data of existing scenarios (e.g. excluding entities previously included) will be ignored. To have such 

a modification take effect, the updated cfile would need to be added as part of a new project. 

The “Update BIM file” option allows a new compiled model file to be loaded into an existing project. This 

option is enabled when a project is selected in the Repository pane. The new model will be used when a 

scenario is added to the job queue (existing jobs in the queue will execute against the model that was 

loaded when they were queued). Note that the updated model must have a schema compatible with the 

existing model in the project or conflicts will be caused between the new model and existing baselines 

and scenarios. Such conflicts can lead to unexpected behaviour from the Insight system.  

The “Update Model Resources” and “Update Client Resources” options allow the developer to replace the 

existing resource files in the repository with new ones by identifying a source folder corresponding to 

either the “client-resources” or “model-resources” folder of the project zip file. 
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The “Export Job” option exports a scenario as a job that can be executed in IVE or the Mosel console. This 

option is enabled when a scenario is selected in the Repository pane. The option writes the necessary 

managed data to execute the scenario out as a file. To execute the model in the IVE development 

environment, the insight_job_input parameter is set to the relative or absolute path to the exported job 

file.  

The “Activity Pane” option displays a table of recent actions performed by the interface between the 

client and the server through the server API, along with the size of the data transferred and the time 

taken. This pane is useful for profiling the performance of the system. The information in the table can be 

highlighted and copy/pasted to a text file or spreadsheet. 

The mminsight module provides several further parameters to aid the process of developing a debugging 

a model for the Insight system. 

• The insight_verbose parameter enables verbose output from the mminsight module for diagnostic 

purposes and will cause additional information to be logged as mminsight interacts with the 

model at runtime. 

• The insight_writeprob parameter instructs the system to export the optimization problem in mps 

format immediately prior to solving to a designated file path. 

A more detailed description of the mminsight parameters is available in Appendix A in this manual. 

 

Additionally, the JBoss application server logfile in <installdir>/insight/server/jboss-as-

7.1.0.Final/standalone/log/server.log may contain more information on any server-side errors that are 

encountered.  When developing a custom Java view or Insight client, anything you send to the 

java.util.logging.Logger “com.fico.xpress.insight.client” will be recorded in this file. 

2.11. Models using mmjobs 

A model managed by Insight can start additional sub-models using mmjobs if enough licenses are 

available for use. The existence and execution of these sub-models will be invisible to Insight. If the sub-

models are executed on optimization services in use by Insight, then the capacity of a service may be less 

than Insight expects.  
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3.3.3.3. Deployment in the Deployment in the Deployment in the Deployment in the FICO Xpress FICO Xpress FICO Xpress FICO Xpress Analyst Analyst Analyst Analyst 

ClientClientClientClient    

3.1. First deployment 

This chapter documents the initial steps to deploying a FICO Xpress-Mosel model in the FICO Xpress-

Insight application. The code extracts are taken from the set of t1aps4* models in the 

examples/insight/developer_guide/chapter3 folder of the typical installation. 

The “t1aps4_original.mos” file contains the original example model. The “t1aps4_insight.mos” file contains 

the model with the necessary modifications made for best practice deployment in the Insight application. 

These modifications are described below. 

Required: 

• Use the “mminsight” package 

• Make the initialization conditional on insight_use_original_data 

• Mark the end of the declarations and initializations with insight_end_initializations 

• Replace minimize with insight_minimize 

Optional 

• Remove the need for the TIME2 index set. Insights automatic association of related data arrays 

relies on identifying common index sets so it is best practice to avoid introducing unnecessary 

index sets where possible. 

model "T-1 APS4" 
 uses "mmxprs" 
 uses "mminsight" 
 
 declarations 
  ! index sets 
  TIME:range                              ! Range of time periods 
  PRODUCT: set of integer ! Product IDs 
  PLANT: set of integer                  ! Plant IDs 
 
  ! input entities 
  PCOST: array(PRODUCT,PLANT) of real       ! Production cost 
  ... 
 end-declarations 
  
 if insight_use_original_data then 
   initializations from 't1aps4.dat' 
    OPCOST HCOST MDEVCOST 
    [PCOST,SUCOST,MAXMAKE] as "ProductPlantData"  
    DEMAND as "DemandData" 
   end-initializations 
 end-if 
 
 ! results entities 
 declarations 
  ! decision variables 
  make: array(PRODUCT,PLANT,TIME) of mpvar    ! Production in period t 
  ... 
  mincost: linctr                             ! Objective 
 end-declarations 
 insight_end_initializations 
 
 ... 
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 insight_minimize(mincost)                       ! Solve the problem 
 ... 
end-model  

 

The modified model should behave identically to the original model when compiled and executed outside 

of Insight. 

The next step is to create a project in Insight using the compiled model. The model will load data from the 

external .dat file when executed as a baseline. To grant the model access to the .dat file, whilst executing 

in Insight, requires that either the path to the .dat file is specified as an absolute path to an accessible 

location, or (recommended) the .dat file is included as a UI resource. 

To load the model and .dat file into the system, a .zip file is created with the .bim file in the root and the 

.dat file in the “client_resources” subdirectory. A new project can then be created using the New Project 

option in the Xpress Analyst Client and selecting the .zip file. 

On loading the .zip file package, Insight will follow the default process of executing a baseline and a 

single scenario derived from the baseline. The model is now fully operational within Insight. This figure 

shows the new model in the Repository and Entities panes in the Analyst Client:  

 

For information about the Xpress-Insight Analyst Client, see the Xpress-Insight Client Analyst User Guide. 

3.2. Basic presentation customizations 

In the preceding section, the model was loaded into the Insight application with the minimal required 

changes. Once deployed, the named entities in the model are presented to the user in the Analyst Client 

unchanged, and anonymous entities in the model are not visible. 

The following options are available as settings in the cfile to modify the way in which the model entities 

are presented. Each entity A in the schema can have the following options set in the cfile: 

• <alias>. Sets an alias name that will be used in place of A throughout the UI. 
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• <entity hidden=”true”>. Marks A as hidden and it will not be listed anywhere in the UI by default. 

Some views allow this state to be unset manually to make hidden entities locally visible e.g. the 

column selector for the Table view. 

• <labels>. Identifies another entity B. Rather than display a data value from A, the data value is 

used as the index for a lookup into the entity B. If the index exists in B, then the corresponding 

value from B is displayed rather than the original data value from A. The labels array B acts as a 

map from data values to labels for those data values and is commonly used to map integer data 

values to strings. 

 

The labels entity B is required to be an array with an index set that is the same type as the data 

type for A. The data type of entity B can be any primitive type. 

The “t1aps4_customized.mos” and “t1aps_customized.xml” files demonstrate the options above applied 

to our example model. The following changes were made: 

• All entities are given friendly aliases. Common prefixes e.g. “cost.” They are included in the alias to 

logically group data when presented in alphabetically sorted lists. 

• parameters, mndev and mpdev entities are hidden 

• TIME_LABEL, PRODUCT_LABEL and PLANT_LABEL arrays are defined and populated with string 

labels. <label> associations are made between labels and the integer/range index sets. 

 

3.3. Index Groupings 

An indexgrouping is a mapping between the values of one entity and another entity similar to labels. 

However indexgroupings are strictly limited to mapping and index set entity and the mapped values are 

not used to replace the original index set values in the UI. Instead, the mapping is used to implement an 

aggregation of any data indexed by the index set. 

In our example model, the QUARTER_IG indexgrouping maps the TIME index set representing months to 

a quarterly index set. QUARTER_IG can then be used to aggregate and display data by calendar quarter 

instead of per month. 

XML file: 
<entity name="TIME"> 

  <alias>Months</alias> 
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  <transformation> 
   <labels entity="TIME_LABEL"/> 
   <index-group entity="QUARTER_IG" /> 
  </transformation> 
 </entity>  
 
Dat file: 

QUARTER_IG: 
  [ (1) Q1CY 
    (2) Q1CY 
    (3) Q1CY 
    (4) Q2CY 
    (5) Q2CY 
    (6) Q2CY 
    (7) Q3CY 
    (8) Q3CY 
    (9) Q3CY 
    (10)Q4CY 
    (11)Q4CY 
    (12)Q4CY 
  ] 

 
 

 

The indexgrouping entity is required to be an array indexed by the index set that is being grouped. The 

array can be of any supported type. 

3.4. Indices interpolation 

The UI has two formats for displaying the indices of an element in an array available to it. The first is 

simply the tuple of indices and basic views such the built-in table views of the Analyst Client. It displays 

these indices in adjacent cells of the table. 

The second format is a verbose string format generated automatically from a set of interpolation rules 

defined in the cfile. The cfile element <verbose> allows the definition of a string with embedded 

placeholder elements that are replaced by the index values. A different string can be defined for each 

dimension of the entity and the assumption is for a given dimension the preceding dimensions are also 

interpolated. This is consistent with the systematic enumeration of the elements by dimension enforced by 

a tree widget.  

The only built-in view that currently displays the verbose representation is the model table. The example 

covered in this chapter includes an interpolation for the capacity constraint to demonstrate this in the 

model table. Note the model itself has been modified slightly to name the capacity constraint so it is 

visible to the Analyst Client user. Anonymous constraints are not visible in the schema of a model. 
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 <entity name="capacity"> 
  <alias>Capacity Rule</alias> 
  <verbose> 
   <text dim="0">Capacity rule for all products, plants, months</text> 
   <text dim="1">Capacity rule for <index dim="1"/>, all plants, all months</text> 
   <text dim="2">Capacity rule for <index dim="1"/>, <index dim="2"/>, all months</text> 
   <text dim="3">Capacity rule for <index dim="1"/>, <index dim="2"/>, <index dim="3"/></text> 
  </verbose>     
 </entity> 
 

3.5. Style settings for views 

As mentioned previously in the section describing the cfile format, each type of view can have mark-up in 

the cfile that customizes its behaviour. The built-in table and chart views support a number of style 

options to customize how the view is drawn. 

The full range of style settings that a developer can apply in the cfile is documented in the separate 

Xpress-Insight XML Reference manual. Here is an example that sets garish gradient fills for the first two 

series in a bar chart, as demonstrated in the reporting of the annual production. 

<client name="analyst"> 
 <view id=".chart"> 
  <custom> 
   <series num="1"> 
    <gradient from="#00FFFF" to="#FF00FF" angle="90" /> 
   </series> 
   <series num="2"> 
    <gradient from="#00FF00" to="#FFFF00" angle="90" /> 
   </series> 
  </custom> 
 </view> 
</client> 
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3.6. Default UI actions and built-in views 

Each node of the Repository and Entities panes opens a default view when double clicked. These default 

actions for a given object type can be customized in the cfile. A view factory is identified by an id. The 

factory selected a view based on the object type. The default actions are listed in this table: 

Object TypeObject TypeObject TypeObject Type    DefaulDefaulDefaulDefault Factory IDt Factory IDt Factory IDt Factory ID    Default View IDDefault View IDDefault View IDDefault View ID    

project .multiTableFactory .multiTable 

scenario .summaryFactory .summary 

model .modelTableFactory .modelTable 

input-data .tableFactory .table 

results-data .tableFactory .table 

vsg .vsgEditorFactory .vsgEditor 

scalars .tableFactory .table 

entity .tableFactory .table 

 

In this example XML fragment, the default action for a scenario is set to the HTML view. An individual 

interface of the view can be specified. 

   
<object-type-defaults name="scenario"> 

  <default-view id=".browserFactory/> 
 </object-type-defaults> 

 

The list of built-in factories and views is available in the Xpress–Insight XML Reference manual.  

 

3.7. Defining interfaces to views 

An interface is a mechanism to instantiate a view. An interface is comprised of a text attribute, an 

optional verb, and arbitrary metadata. When the interface is invoked through the UI, the view is passed 

the metadata and is expected to customize is behaviour accordingly. 

Built-in views define a default interface where the text is the name of the view, the verb is “Open with” 

and the metadata is empty. This default interface is presented on the UI as the menu option to open the 

view. 

Additional interfaces can be defined in the cfile. Most of the built-in views do not recognise the metadata 

associated with an interface so this would simply duplicate the menu options to the same view 

configuration. However the HTML view does recognise specific metadata defining a path to a .html file to 

load, and this can be very useful for implementing multiple reports. 

This extract from a cfile registers several interfaces to different HTML pages.  
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XML file: 
<view id=".browser"> 

  <interfaces> 
   <interface text="1 month report"><file path="1month.html" /></interface> 
   <interface text="6 month report"><file path="6month.html" /></interface> 
   <interface text="12 month report"><file path="12month.html" /></interface> 
  </interfaces> 
 </view> 

This figure shows the newly created menu items in the Xpress-Insight Analyst Client: 
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4.4.4.4. Developing a custom HTML viewDeveloping a custom HTML viewDeveloping a custom HTML viewDeveloping a custom HTML view    

4.1. String substitution for simple custom views 

The built-in HTML view provides an inexpensive way of creating a custom view without the need to write 

custom Java code. The HTML view loads a client resource file (index.html by default) into an embedded 

Microsoft Internet Explorer browser (using the version installed on the local machine). All client resources 

are unpacked into the same working directory so the web page can also reference bundled images, style 

sheets, and script files. 

String substitution is then performed on the HTML before it is loaded into the browser according to the 

rules described in the table below. Note that data inserted into the HTML file corresponds to the first 

scenario in the list of scenarios that the view is visualising. The HTML view for the current version of FICO 

Xpress-Insight is limited to accessing data from a single scenario. 

 

Text in HTML fileText in HTML fileText in HTML fileText in HTML file    Replaced withReplaced withReplaced withReplaced with    

{:isresultsavailable} 1 if results are available, 0 otherwise 

{:isexecuting} 1 if scenario is executing, 0 otherwise 

{:isreadonly} 1 if the scenario input data cannot be edited, 0 otherwise 

{:isqueued} 1 if scenario is queued, 0 otherwise 

{:scenarioname} Name of the scenario 

{:scenarioid} UID of the scenario 

{:modelname} Name of the model/project 

{:modelid} UID of the model/project 

{:distrib} Path to the distrib folder in the installation directory structure 

{:distriburl} Path to the distrib folder as a file:/ URL 

{myentity} Scalar value of entity named myentity if exists, nothing otherwise 

{!myentity} HTML escaped scalar value of entity named myentity if exists, 

nothing otherwise 

 

The FICO Xpress-Insight Analyst Client installation includes a distrib folder where commonly used client 

resource files can be placed. The {:distrib} virtual entity substitutes to the path to this shared resource 

folder. The standard Insight distribution includes some resources in this folder by default e.g. RGraph, the 

3rd party JavaScript library for creating charts that is licensed for use with Insight.  

The “t1aps4_html” example includes a custom HTML interface. A table layout is generated at the end of 

the model and made available as a scalar results data entity. This is expanded out into the accompanying 
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index.html file. Some simple JavaScript logic is included to display a status message if the results are 

unavailable. 

The cfile for this example registers specific text for the default interface/menu option of the HTML view. 

XML file: 
<view id=".browser"> 

  <interfaces> 
   <interface text="12 month report" default="true"> 
    <file path="index.html" /> 
   </interface> 
  </interfaces> 
 </view> 
 
HTML file: 

<html> 
<head> 
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css" /> 
<style> 
.hidden {display: none; } 
.unhidden {} 
</style> 
<script language="JavaScript"> 
function show(o) 
{ 
 o.className = 'unhidden'; 
} 
 
function hide(o) 
{ 
 o.className = 'hidden'; 
} 
 
 
window.onload = function() 
{ 
 
 var isresults = {:isresultsavailable}; 
 var isqueued = {:isqueued}; 
 var isexecuting = {:isexecuting}; 
 
 // the major elements of the html we want to control here 
 var status_div = document.getElementById('status'); 
 var status_text = document.getElementById('statustext'); 
 
 if (isqueued) 
  status_text.innerHTML = "Results unavailable. Scenario is queued"; 
 
 if (isexecuting) 
  status_text.innerHTML = "Results unavailable. Scenario is executing"; 
 
 if (isresults) 
  hide(status_div); 
 else 
  show(status_div); 
} 
</script> 
</head> 
 
<body> 
 
<h1>Production 12 month report</h1> 
<!-- status message --> 
<div id=status><h2 id=statustext>Results unavailable</h2></div> 
 
<!-- replaced with html entity from the model results --> 
{html} 
 
</body> 
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</html> 
 
This figure shows how this code is rendered: 

 
 

 

4.2. Methods for visualising array data 

The {myentity} string substitution is limited to scalar entities. However by pre-processing array data in the 

model into a scalar string value the simple substitution mechanism can be used to present array data. This 

is sometimes preferable to using the full JavaScript API (documented below). 

There are several options for the format of the pre-processed string: 

• HTML: HTML fragments can be constructed in the model code, stored in a string result entity e.g. 

“myhtml” and expanded in place into an HTML template by embedding {myhtml}. 

• XML: Similarly, XML fragments can be constructed in the model code and expanded into the 

HTML page. 

 
<script> 
parser=new DOMParser(); 
xmlDoc=parser.parseFromString(text,"{myxml}"); 
</script> 
 

• JSON: Formatting data as json is a simple way of inserting structured data into the HTML page. 

<script> 
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myobject=JSON.parse(“{myjson}”); 
</script> 
 

Care must be taken in the case of expanding XML and JSON strings into JavaScript code blocks to 

correctly escape characters such as “. 

4.3. The JavaScript API 

The HTML view implements a set of JavaScript functions to directly query the scenario data. The set of 

functions is documented in the appendices. The following code extract queries 3 arrays of data and 

constructs a custom chart with the RGraph charting library. 

function buildChart() 
{ 
 var WEEKS = Insight_set_getValues("WEEKS"); 
 var HIST_ROE = []; 
 var HIST_VOL = []; 
 var HIST_FINAMT = []; 
 for (w in WEEKS) 
 { 
  HIST_ROE[w] = Insight_array_getValue("HIST_ROE",[w]); 
  HIST_VOL[w] = Insight_array_getValue("HIST_VOL",[w]); 
  HIST_FINAMT[w] = Insight_array_getValue("HIST_FINAMT",[w]); 
 } 
 
 // rgraph charts (intended for brand managers only) 
 var line1 = new RGraph.Line('myLine1', HIST_ROE); 
 line1.Set('chart.fillstyle', ['rgba(255,0,0,0.3)','rgba(255,255,255,0.5)']); 
 line1.Set('chart.filled', true); 
 line1.Set('chart.filled.accumulative', false); 
 line1.Set('chart.background.grid', true); 
 line1.Set('chart.linewidth', 5); 
 line1.Set('chart.gutter.left', 35); 
 line1.Set('chart.tickmarks', ['square','null']); 
 line1.Set('chart.units.post', '%'); 
 line1.Set('chart.colors', ['red','black']); 
 line1.Set('chart.ymin',15); 
 line1.Set('chart.ymax',20); 
 line1.Set('chart.background.grid.autofit.align',true); 
 line1.Set('chart.labels',['1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','10','11','12']); 
 line1.Set('chart.title','ROE, past 12 weeks'); 
 line1.Set('chart.text.size',8); 
 line1.Draw(); 
} 

 

4.4. Modal dialogs 

Modal dialogs must be used with care within the JavaScript execution of a custom HTML view as they 

prevent the browser view reloading the HTML page. This means that data visualised by the view may not 

be consistent with the persisted data as the view is prevented from responding to update notifications 

from the Insight system.  

Some of the examples included with Insight may use alert() and confirm() for simplicity. However, FICO 

recommends the use of jQuery Modal Dialog or similar in production. 
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5.5.5.5. Developing a custom Developing a custom Developing a custom Developing a custom JJJJava viewava viewava viewava view    

The FICO Xpress-Insight Analyst Client can be extended with html or java based custom views. Java 

custom views allow existing visualization components to be integrated in the Insight system. Java custom 

views also allow greater flexibility for the developer to provide domain and model specific interfaces than 

the html custom views allow.  

This chapter illustrates how an end-user or third-party developer can create a custom java view for Insight 

and should be read in conjunction with the View API javadoc at 

<installdir>/docs/insight/view_api/index.html. This chapter assumes the reader has some familiarity with 

the Eclipse plug-in framework and in particular with the areas of extension points and editors. 

5.1. A note on terminology 

Insight technology uses terminology that is largely agnostic of the underlying platform; however, such 

terminology may be confusing when used in combination with Eclipse. 

An Insight view refers to both the general-purpose object for handling Insight data, and also the window 

and UI components used for displaying and manipulating said data; the latter is implemented with a 

specialized Eclipse editor part. This is not to be confused with an Eclipse view, which is a window 

peripheral to the main editor area in an Eclipse application. The repository, entity and log panes on the 

Insight Analyst Client are implemented with Eclipse views. Wherever appropriate in this chapter, the term 

“view” shall refer to an Insight view rather than an Eclipse view. 

5.2. An introduction to the Xpress Insight View API 

The main Java packages for the view API are as follows: 

• com.fico.xpress.insight.data for the objects representing parts of a project (scenario, model 

schema, etc.) 

• com.fico.xpress.insight.resources for handling of model and client resources, and of companion 

files 

• com.fico.xpress.insight.client.ui.views for generic Insight View-related classes 

• com.fico.xpress.insight.client.ui.views.eclipse for Eclipse-specific View classes 

The starting points in the class hierarchy are XPRIViewFactory (and its Eclipse-specific subclass, 

EclipseXPRIViewFactory), which create Views, and XPRIView (like EclipseXPRIView) which represent the 

Views themselves. Some notable classes in these packages are as follows: 

• XPRIModel represents an Insight project, with its associated Mosel model and resources. 

• XPRIScenario represents a scenario with a given model. 

• XPRIDataSet where the actual data in a scenario stored (has subclasses XPRIInputData, 

XPRIResultData). 

• XPRIModelSchema represents the schema that is determined in the baseline run (with the help of 

the Companion File, if there is one). 

• XPRIModelSchema.Entity represents a Mosel variable (with inner classes that represent Sets, 

Arrays, Constraints etc). 
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• XPRIEntityDataDimension is an enumeration for accessing data for various “dimensions” of an 

entity (all entities have a NORMAL_DATA dimension, others such as CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION are 

specific to a certain entity type). 

• XPRIArray, XPRISet are used for non-scalar Mosel data. 

• XPRIObjectSelection represents an item selected in the Insight Analyst Client (such as a scenario or 

an entity), and is used to denote what data a View should act upon. 

• XPRIViewUtils contains an assortment of helper functions used by Views. 

• XPRIViewLink (with subclass EclipseXPRIViewLink) links a View back to the main Insight 

application, and so allows a View to read and write data, acquire and release locks, etc. 

5.3. A custom view example 

The remainder of this chapter describes the stages of creating a custom view with the custom view 

example “Devex” found in <installdir>/examples/insight/developer_guide/chapter5. 

 

In order for the Insight Analyst Client to detect the presence of a custom view, the JAR file that 

implements the view must be placed in the views directory of the Insight Analyst Client which is located at 

<installdir>/insight/client/views.  The Insight plug-in “com.fico.xpress.insight.client.ui.views.eclipse”, which 

can be found in the <installdir>/insight/client/plugins directory, has an Eclipse extension point that can be 

accessed in your plugin.xml file as follows (XML and code samples have been edited for layout): 

<extension point= "com.fico.xpress.insight.client.ui.views.eclipse.viewFactory"> 
    <view  
        class="com.fico.xpress.insight.client.ui.views.eclipse.devex.DevexViewFactory" 
        id="com.fico.xpress.insight.client.ui.views.eclipse.devex.devexViewFactory"> 
    </view> 
</extension> 
 

The items in the devex namespace are not part of the Insight application itself, but a Developer Example 

used to illustrate the process. Users should employ their own namespace for classes and Eclipse IDs. The 

extension contains a sequence of <view> elements that associate an ID with an Eclipse class. In order to be 

instantiable as part of the Insight views framework, this class must adhere to the following requirements: 

• be public 

• have a public, no-argument constructor 

• inherit from the superclass com.fico.xpress.insight.client.ui.views.eclipse.EclipseXPRIViewFactory 
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The method XPRIViewFactory.supportsModel(XPRIViewLink) is called by the Insight framework to verify 

the current selection (from the Repository or Entities pane) is valid for the view factory. While the user 

may override this method, the default implementation is useful as it performs a number of standard 

checks. The other overridable methods of XPRIViewFactory are used to customize some standard 

preferences, and the checkSupportsModel(XPRIViewLink) can be overridden for any special-purpose 

verification. The XPRIViewLink object passed to the method will contain a list of XPRIObjectSelection 

objects (see the XPRIObjectSelection inner classes in the javadoc reference for various subclasses) denoting 

which objects the view should act upon, and it is the responsibility of the supportsModel(XPRIViewLink) 

method to ensure this selection is valid for the view it represents. 

The model used in the example is a cut-down version of 010Assignment.mos taken from the XAD 

examples directory at <installdir>/examples/xad. The custom view example will implement a view 

containing a simple table that displays the preferences input data, and also the assignments made if the 

results data is available for the scenario being viewed. 

 

model DevEx 
  options noimplicit 
  uses "mmxprs","mminsight" 
   
  declarations 
    NP = 5                                ! Number of persons/projects 
    RP = 1..NP                            ! Set (range) of persons/projects 
    PREF: array(RP,RP) of integer         ! Preference values 
    assignv: array(RP,RP) of mpvar         ! Assignment person-project 
    Satisfaction : linctr 
    OnePersProj, OneProjPers : array(RP) of linctr 
    assign : array(RP,RP) of boolean 
  end-declarations 
   
  if insight_use_original_data then  
   PREF:: [1, 2, 3, 5, 4, 
           3, 2, 5, 4, 1, 
           3, 4, 1, 5, 2, 
           4, 3, 2, 5, 1, 
           2, 3, 5, 4, 1]; 
  end-if 
  insight_end_initializations 
   
  forall(m,p in RP) assignv(m,p) is_binary 
  ! One person per project 
  forall(p in RP) OnePersProj(p):= sum(m in RP) assignv(m,p)=1 
  ! One project per person   
   forall(m in RP) OneProjPers(m):= sum(p in RP) assignv(m,p)=1 
  Satisfaction:= sum(m,p in RP) PREF(m,p)*assignv(m,p) 
   
  insight_maximize(Satisfaction) 
  ! Now copy the binary mpvar solutions into a boolean array. 
  ! Not strictly necessary, but it means Insight can use it as 
  ! boolean rather than numeric data, which in this case is 
  ! more convenient 
  forall(m,p in RP) assign(m,p) := (assignv(m,p).sol > 0.5) 
end-model 
 

If the supportsModel(XPRILink) method returns true, the framework creates the view by calling the 

createXPRIView(XPRILink) method. Each view factory implementation should override this method to 

supply a view instance. (In this way, one view factory can create different views if desired, depending on 

the selection.) 

public class DevexViewFactory extends EclipseXPRIViewFactory { 
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    // this is just a reminder of the ID that was used. 
    public static final String ID_SUFFIX = "devexViewFactory", ID = Activator.PLUGIN_ID + "." + ID_SUFFIX; 
 
    // This view only accepts scenario selections. 
    // This overrides a standard method used to refine the selection criteria. 
    @Override 
    public Class<?>[] getRequiredSelectionClasses() { 
        return new Class<?>[] { 
            XPRIObjectSelection.Scenario.class 
        }; 
        } 
 
    // this view doesn't need entities in its selection (just the scenario); 
    // unlike the default behaviour for this method 
    @Override 
    public boolean requiresEntities() { 
        return false; 
    } 
 
    // This is used for View-specific checking; in this case, ensure that 
    // the  model's schema contains the required entities. (We know that the 
    // schema exists as this will have been checked in the 
    // supportsModel(XPRIViewLink method) before calling this. 
    @Override 
    public boolean checkSupportsModel(XPRIViewLink link) { 
        XPRIModelSchema schema = link.getOwnerModel().getSchema(); 
        Entity<Integer> entRP = schema.tryGetEntity(VarNames.RP, Integer.class); 
        Entity<Integer> entPref = schema.tryGetEntity(VarNames.PREF,Integer.class); 
        Entity<Boolean> entAssign = schema.tryGetEntity(VarNames.assign,Boolean.class); 
     
        if (entRP instanceof Entity.Set<?> && entPref instanceof Entity.Array<?> && 
            entAssign instanceof Entity.Array<?>) { 
            return true; 
        } 
 
        return false; 
    } 
 
    @Override 
    public EclipseXPRIView createXPRIView(XPRIViewLink link) { 
        return new DevexView(this); 
    } 
} 
 

The view implementation specifies the ID of the Eclipse editor component, and is also used to change how 

the view responds to external events. (In particular, the neverUsesLocks() predicate can be overridden to 

declare that a view will always be read-only). 

class DevexView extends EclipseXPRIView { 
    // calls superclass constructor, specifying Editor ID 
    DevexView(EclipseXPRIViewFactory factory) { 
        super(factory, DevexEditorPart.ID); 
    } 
 
    @Override 
    public String getName() { return "Developer Example"; } 
} 
 

Once the Eclipse editor part ID has been determined, Insight attempts to open an editor with this ID. The 

view’s plugin.xml must use the standard org.eclipse.ui.editors extension point in the usual way. The 

extension’s class attribute is required to be a subclass of XPRIViewEditorPart, an Insight-specific 

implementation of the Eclipse IEditorPart interface. 

5.4. Scenario data: original data and copies 
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Scenario objects can be divided into two types: local and server. Local scenario objects are independent 

copies which are guaranteed to not change if the scenario data is modified in the repository. Server 

scenario objects represent the current state of the persisted scenario data and may change if another part 

of the system updates the state of the scenario in the repository. Local scenario objects are most 

commonly used by the view API. However, an exception is the call to supportsModel(XPRIViewLink) 

discussed above. The sequence is as follows: 

1. The XPRIViewLink object passed to the XPRIViewFactory references scenario objects which are 

server scenario objects rather than local. 

2. If a suitable XPRIViewFactory is found, a view is created. 

3. At this point control is yielded from the UI thread, to ensure the UI stays responsive during the 

next stage. 

4. On a worker thread, local copies are taken of the scenario data. This may involve copying scenario 

data from the database.  

5. Control now switches back to the UI thread. 

6. The view’s editor window is opened, using the copied data as it selection. 

7. Insight’s implementation of IEditorPart.init(IEditorInput,IEditorSite) then re-checks the 

supportsModel(XPRIViewLink) method, in case any concurrent changes in the process have made 

the selection invalid for this View. 

This sequence is used to improve performance when checking the suitability of a view factory to visualize 

a selection in situations where several such checks may need to be done at once (e.g. checking all 

available View Factories to see which to include on a pop-up menu of Views). It is much quicker to 

perform the checks on the server objects rather than taking local copies. 

As will be seen, there is another layer of copying of scenario data done in the editor, and the View code 

should act uppn this copy. One effect of this is that old data can be recovered by calling 

XPRIViewEditorPart.revertPendingChanges(), which fetches the unchanged data again from the 

XPRIViewLink. 

5.5. Populating the editor UI with data 

The XPRIViewEditorPart.fillData() method is expected to populate the editor UI with data from the 

Insight objects. The editor createPartControl(Composite) method calls fillData() once the UI components 

of the editor have been created. The fillData() method is also called whenever the persisted data being 

accessed by the view has changed, except where the view itself caused the change. When a view makes a 

change to the persisted data it is expected take whatever steps are need to remain consistent with the 

changes without relying on fillData being invoked. 

When data is changed concurrently (such as when it is modified by another view or the Insight server), all 

XPRIView objects that have that scenario as part of their selection will fire their relevant event handler 

(onScenarioDataChanged(), or onVsgDataChanged() for VSGs), which by default calls onDataChanged(). 

The default implementation of onDataChanged() in turn calls the sequence below:  

• updateScenarios(), in which the editor invalidates the XPRIViewLink’s local copies of scenario data 

and then obtains new up-to-date copies for the XPRIViewLink and itself. 

• fillData(), so the editor can update its UI with the new data. 

The expected response at this point is for the view to update to display the new data state. For example: 

@Override 
public void fillData() { 
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    clearData(); 
    clearColumns(); 
    buildData(); 
    buildColumns(); 
    buildRows(); 
} 
 

5.6. Determining the selection 

The View’s EclipseXPRIViewLink object can be accessed via the XPRIViewEditorPart.getXPRIViewLink() 

method. The getSelection() method returns all selected objects, and the getSelectionOfType(Class) 

method returns all the selections for a given subclass of XPRIObjectSelection. Additional methods are 

provided for common tasks e.g. getEntities(), strips away the XPRIObjectSelection wrappers and return 

the underlying objects. 

Note: getOwnerModel() returns the parent XPRIModel object of the objects in the selection; getModel() 

only returns the XPRIModel if it was explicitly selected itself. 

5.7. Querying the data of a scenario object 

The recommended way to interact with the scenario data is to use the getScenario() and getScenarios() 

methods of XPRIViewEditorPart to obtain scenario objects. These methods manage access to a shallow 

local copy of the data and can be edited directly. getScenarios() is most useful for multi-scenario Views, 

getScenario() is a convenience method for the common case where there is only one scenario selected. 

Given an XPRIScenario object, its input data and result data can be accessed (should any be present) with 

the getInputData() and getResultData() methods, each returning a subtype of XPRIDataSet. The result 

data incorporates the input data. For example, getResultsData() returns both input and results data if the 

results data is available. There is a utility method XPRIViewUitls.getScenarioData(XPRIScenario) that 

fetches the input and result data if results exists, and the input data otherwise; this can be used to obtain 

an object that functions as a single point of access to the scenario data. A convenience method 

XPRIViewEditorPart.getScenarioData() is provided for a single-scenario View, that returns that scenario’s 

data object in a single step.  

The accessibility of data entities to the view can be established using the XPRIModelSchema object model 

that can be retrieved with XPRIViewLink.getOwnerModel().getSchema(). A full list of entities in the 

schema can be obtained using the XPRIModelScehma.getEntities() method, or individually by name using 

the various getEntity() or tryGetEntity() methods. 

Entities are returned as generic XPRIModelSchema.Entity<T> objects, where T is the type being 

represented. There are subtypes such as Entity.Set<T>, Entity.Array<T>, Entity.Constraint<T> to denote the 

supported Mosel types. 

Notes: 

• It is useful to include an import statement to make Entity available at the top level in one’s code 

to reduce the verbosity of the code (by avoiding typing XPRIModelSchema.Entity), in particular 

when dealing with inner classes such as Entity.Set. 

• The getEntity() methods throw appropriate exceptions when a suitable entity is not found, the 

tryGetEntity() methods simply return null. 

• Methods taking a Class as a parameter refer to the element type of the entity, so a variable of 

name “limits” containing an array of integers could be obtained by calling 
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schema.getEntity(“limits”, Integer.class), which under Java’s generics would return a reference of 

compile-time type Entity<Integer>, in this instance referring to an Entity.Array object. 

Named entities (such as sets and arrays) can be extracted from the model schema, and then the actual 

data for that entity in a given scenario can be accessed from the XPRIDataSet object returned by 

getScenarioData() by requesting that entity. The code below is taken from the buildData() method in the 

example: 

Entity<Integer> entPref = schema.tryGetEntity(VarNames.PREF, Integer.class); 
if (entPref instanceof Entity.Array<?>) { 
    prefs = getScenarioData().getReferenceToArray(entPref); 
} 
 

In the extract above, getReferenceToArray returns an XPRIArray object which can be read from and 

written to. As the method name implies, getReferenceToArray (Entity) returns a reference to the scenario 

data so subsequent calls to it returns the same object (or an equivalent view, in the Java Collections 

Framework sense, of the same data). 

If changes to the local data are made, the View must call the setDirtyFlag(boolean) method which is a 

counterpart to the standard isDirty() method. This acts on the Editor’s PROP_DIRTY property, in such a 

way as to alert the Eclipse framework that there are changes to the data that are yet to be saved. This 

state will be queried for standard operations. For example when shutting down the application, a prompt 

appears asking if the user wishes to save the changes, discard them, or cancel the shutdown operation. 

Saving changes back to the database is handled by the doSave() method. If one wishes to bypass the 

default behavior, for instance in a read-only view where to “save” means to persist some display 

preferences, the developer must call setDirtyFlag(false) on a successful save to indicate there are no actual 

outstanding data changes. 

5.8. Concurrency issues 

Each XPRIScenario object can has a lock associated with it, and at most one view can own the lock at 

once. By default, a view attempts to acquire the locks on all scenarios in its selection when it first opens. 

This is an all-or-nothing, non-blocking operation: if it cannot immediately acquire locks for all scenarios it 

releases any locks it had previously acquired in the process, and the View becomes read-only. The locking 

state can be accessed via XPRIViewEditorPart.isDataReadOnly(). There is another method, isReadOnly(), 

which can be overridden to provide more view-specific notions of whether the data can be edited. 

Note: It is considered bad practice to explicitly refer to locks in any user messages, a reference should 

instead be made to being “read-only” or having “editing rights” or something similar. The standard views 

use a padlock in their icons to denote that a view is read-only. 

5.9. Lock handling 

The methods on XPRIView that control locking policy are neverUsesLocks(), canAcquireLocks(), and 

canReleaseLocks(). As stated in the javadoc reference, each method must be consistent in its return value 

over time, and if neverUsesLocks() returns true then the others must return false. These are used by 

Insight to determine whether the View should attempt to acquire locks in 

XPRIViewEditorPart.init(IEditorSite,IEditorInput), and whether the Edit toolbar button is enabled for a 

given editor. The requestSurrenderLocks(boolean,XPRIScenario) method is invoked on EclipseXPRIView 

either when one view is requesting the lock from another view or when the Insight system itself wishes to 

take the lock. For example this could happen when a scenario needs to be added to the jobs queue. The 
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default behavior in response to this request is to query the user if there are unsaved changes (and the 

prompt parameter is true), and otherwise relinquish the lock to the requestor.  

When the edit toggle is set, clearing it causes the locking in the current view to become abandoned, 

which means that even if the locks subsequently become available again, that view will not attempt to 

reacquire them, even in calls to XPRIViewLink.lockScenarios(). The rationale is that the user has decided 

that the view does not need the locks, and this overrules the view’s own policy. Setting the toggle again 

removes the abandoned state. 

5.10. Other resources 

The XPRIViewEditorPart.getImageRegistry()by default returns the ImageRegistry object of the 

AbstractUIPlugin supplied by getUIPlugin(), if that is non-null. This is to make it convenient to store images 

needed by the view (such as the title image for an editor) in the plugin’s image registry, configured by 

overriding AbstractUIPlugin.initializeImageRegistry(ImageRegistry) in the normal way. The view code can 

of course override getImageRegistry() to get an ImageRegistry from elsewhere, or bypass ImageRegistry 

objects entirely by overriding getImageFromKey(String), but in these cases the view code must dispose of 

appropriate resources. To take advantage of the default functionality, the view code must override 

getUIPlugin() to return the editor’s plugin, typically Activator.getDefault() if the plugin was generated 

from a Eclipse IDE wizard. 

5.11. Other View operations 

The XPRIViewLink.supportsOpenView(String,XPRIObjectSelection[], Map<?,?>) 

XPRIViewLink.openView(String,XPRIObjectSelection[], Map<?,?>) methods allow one view to open 

another. This is used in Insight, for example, to launch a chart view from a table view. 

The final argument to these methods is a map of view parameters, and these are used to pass 

supplementary configuration data to view being requested. There is no restriction on key and value types, 

though the reader is invited to check the XPRIViewParameter enumeration for standard keys. The 

READ_ONLY parameter is significant in that it overrides the locking for a view and ensures it cannot 

acquire a lock. 
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6.6.6.6. Accessing the Accessing the Accessing the Accessing the FICO Xpress InsightFICO Xpress InsightFICO Xpress InsightFICO Xpress Insight    server server server server 

directlydirectlydirectlydirectly    

6.1. Writing a custom Insight client 

The Insight Analyst Client is a flexible tool for managing, executing, and visualizing the optimization 

scenarios.  The Analyst Client can be extended using custom views in HTML/JavaScript or Java.  In some 

cases, advanced users may want to integrate a custom application to replace or complement the Analyst 

Client. 

The Insight client API provides an implementation-independent interface to the Insight core libraries and 

services of the Insight server.  The client API consists of 4 packages: 

• com.fico.xpress.insight.client (for performing basic operations on the server) 

• com.fico.xpress.insight.client.progress (for receiving progress notifications of operations being 

performed on the server) 

• com.fico.xpress.insight.data (an interface for viewing and manipulating the scenario data, also 

used in the view API for custom Java views) 

• com.fico.xpress.insight.resources (classes for operating on project zip files and companion files) 

For full reference documentation on each of these packages, please consult the separate client API 

javadoc which can be found at <installdir>/docs/insight/client_api/index.html.  Connecting a custom 

application as an Insight client requires an Xpress license that permits direct calls to the Insight libraries. 

6.2. A first Insight client application 

The following example illustrates the implementation of a simple Insight client application.  This example 

establishes a connection to the Insight server, adds a sample model, creates and executes the baseline, 

creates and executes a scenario, and outputs the scenario’s results.  (This application can be found in the 

file ExecuteScenario.java in the Insight examples folder at 

<installdir>/examples/insight/developer_guide/chapter6). 

public class ExecuteScenario { 
    public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception { 
        /* Establish a connection with the Insight Core libraries and the Insight server */ 
        InputStream fromProps = ExecuteScenario.class.getClassLoader().getResourceAsStream("jboss-ejb-
client.properties"); 
        if (fromProps==null) throw new FileNotFoundException("Could not find jboss-ejb-client.properties"); 
        Properties initprops = new Properties(); 
        initprops.load(fromProps); 
        XPRIServer insight = com.fico.xpress.insight.ejb.client.XPRIEJBServer.init(initprops); 
         
        try { 
             
            /* Load the model */ 
            File modelFile = new File("chess2-insight.bim"); 
            XPRIServerModel model = insight.addModel("chess2", modelFile).waitFor(); 
             
            /* Create the baseline */ 
            XPRIServerScenario baseline = model.newBaselineScenario("baseline",model.getRootFolder(),null).waitFor(); 
            /* Execute the baseline */ 
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            XPRIJob baselineJob = baseline.queueForExecution().waitFor(); 
            baselineJob.waitForJob(); 
             
            /* Create the scenario */ 
            XPRIServerScenario scenario = model.newScenario("scenario",baseline,model.getRootFolder()).waitFor(); 
            /* Execute the scenario */ 
            XPRIJob scenarioJob = scenario.queueForExecution().waitFor(); 
            scenarioJob.waitForJob(); 
             
            /* Find entities in the model schema */ 
            XPRIModelSchema schema = model.getSchema(); 
            XPRIModelSchema.Entity<String> unit_types_entity = schema.getEntity("unit_types",String.class); 
            XPRIModelSchema.Entity<Double> units_to_build_entity = schema.getEntity("units_to_build",Double.class); 
            /* Output the results */ 
            XPRIResultData resultData = scenario.getResultData().get(0); 
            XPRISet<String> unit_types = resultData.getReferenceToSet(unit_types_entity); 
            XPRIArray<Double> units_to_build = resultData.getReferenceToArray(units_to_build_entity); 
            for (String unit_type : unit_types) 
                System.out.println("Build "+units_to_build.getByIndex(unit_type)+" units of type '"+unit_type+"'"); 
             
        } finally { 
            /* Shutdown our Insight session - not essential but good housekeeping */ 
            insight.shutdown(); 
        } 
         
    } 
} 

The major elements of this example will be explained in the following sections.  As a first step, compile 

and run the Java application as normal; the JBoss application server that ships with Insight should be 

running, as must the ‘xprmsrv’ remote Mosel launcher.  For compilation and execution of the application, 

your classpath must include the following libraries: 

• <installdir>/insight/lib/insight-client-api.jar 

• <installdir>/insight/lib/insight-ejb-client.jar 

• <installdir>/lib/bindrv.jar 

• <installdir>/insight/server/jboss-as-7.1.0.Final/bin/client/jboss-client-7.1.0.Final.jar 

The classpath also needs to include the folder <installdir>/insight/libs in order for the jboss-ejb-

client.properties resource to be loaded.  The compiled model chess2-insight.bim must be in the current 

working directory. 

An ANT build file is supplied for the example. If the XPRESSDIR environment variable is set, executing “ant 

ExecuteScenario” from the chapter6 directory runs the build file. The following output should be 

displayed, (along with some JBoss logging output which can be safely ignored): 

Build 2.0 units of type 'small' 
Build 66.0 units of type 'large' 

 

6.3. Initializing the Insight XPRIServer object 

The XPRIServer object represents the client application’s current session with the Insight core libraries and 

its connection to the remote Insight server.  To establish the session with the Insight server, call one of the 

‘init’ methods on the com.fico.xpress.insight.ejb.client.XPRIEJBServer class: 

public static XPRIServer init(javax.naming.Context context, Properties properties)  
    throws XPRILicensingException,XPRIServerInitialConnectionException; 
public static XPRIServer init(Properties properties)  
    throws XPRILicensingException,XPRIServerInitialConnectionException; 
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If a Context object is supplied as an argument to the method call, Insight attempts to look up the Java 

Enterprise resources (EJBs and message topics) using this Context.  Otherwise, Insight attempts to 

establish a Context using the Properties object argument. The recommended usage is to set the additional 

properties in the jboss-ejb-client.properties file (which is also required to connect to EJBs on JBoss 7.1.0) 

and load this into the Properties object that is passed in: 

InputStream fromProps = ExecuteScenario.class.getClassLoader().getResourceAsStream("jboss-ejb-client.properties"); 
if (fromProps==null) throw new FileNotFoundException("Could not find jboss-ejb-client.properties"); 
Properties initprops = new Properties(); 
initprops.load(fromProps); 
XPRIServer insight = com.fico.xpress.insight.ejb.client.XPRIEJBServer.init(initprops); 

 

The default jboss-ejb-client.properties file that ships with Insight will be sufficient to connect to a local 

JBoss installation in its default configuration (as supplied with Insight) and can easily be modified to 

support other deployment configurations. 

It is best practice to set com.fico.xpress.insight.XPRIClientName to a short, generic name for the client 

such as “my_first_insight_client”.  This will be used in the application server logfile to denote any messages 

related to the client. 

Once the XPRIServer object is initialized, it can be used to interrogate the repository in various ways, for 

example calling getServerModels(), to return a set of all the models currently in the repository: 

 XPRIServer insight; 
 … 
 for (XPRIServerModel model : insight.getServerModels()) 
     System.out.println(“Found model “+model.getName()); 
 

When the Insight session is no longer required, it is recommended that the session is closed by calling 

shutdown() on the XPRIServer object. This is not strictly required because the connection automatically 

shuts down when Java finalizes the XPRIServer object. 

6.4. Asynchronous operations 

Most operations for updating objects in the Insight repository do not complete immediately.  For 

example, consider the method on the XPRIServerModel interface for renaming a model: 

public XPRIAsyncOperation<XPRIVoid> setName(String nm); 
 

Calling this method will request the model to be renamed, and if the name change request is not allowed 

then an exception is thrown immediately.  However, if the name change request it accepted, it returns an 

XPRIAsyncOperation object representing the ongoing operation.  Typically program execution continues 

with the operation completing in the background. However the XPRIAsyncOperation can be used to wait 

until the renaming has completed: 

XPRIServerModel myModel = insight.addModel(“myModel”,”chess2insight.bim”).waitFor(); 
System.out.println(“Model name is “+myModel.getName()); /* Model name is “myModel” */ 
XPRIAsyncOperation<XPRIVoid> renameOp = myModel.setName(“ChessModel”); 
System.out.println(“Model name is “+myModel.getName()); /* Model name may be “myModel” or “ChessModel” */ 
renameOp.waitFor(); /* Wait until rename operation has completed */ 
System.out.println(“Model name is “+myModel.getName()); /* Model name is “ChessModel” */ 

 

Asynchronous updates are always performed in the order they are requested as the next example 

demonstrates: 
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myModel.setName(“name1”); 
myModel.setName(“name2”); 
myModel.setName(“name3”); 
 

The name of the model is guaranteed to ultimately be set to “name3”.  In general the 

XPRIAsyncOperation object can be ignored unless the next action is conditional on the operation 

completing. If completion of the operation is essential for a subsequent operation (for example, renaming 

the model followed by a printed report featuring the model name) then the waitFor() method should be 

used. 

Some update operations return values or objects; in this case, waitFor()returns the value returned by the 

update.   This behaviour is used in the example to wait for the XPRIServerModel object to be created and 

returned: 

XPRIServerModel myModel = insight.addModel(“myModel”,”chess2insight.bim”).waitFor(); 

 

XPRIServer.addModel returns an XPRIAsyncOperation<XPRIServerModel> which returns the 

XPRIServerModel object from its waitFor() clause. 

An asynchronous operation does not necessarily complete immediately.  An update operation has a 

synchronous portion and an asynchronous portion, and the method does not return until the synchronous 

portion completes. For some operations (for example, adding a large model to the repository), the 

synchronous portion will be larger than the asynchronous portion.   

ImportantImportantImportantImportant: Update events (e.g. methods fired on the XPRIModelUpdateListener) are performed on a 

separate event-dispatching thread. You are not permitted to call XPRIAsyncOperation.waitFor() from this 

thread because attempting to do so will throw an exception. 

6.5. Structure of the Insight repository 

The XPRIServer object represents the top-level of the Insight repository. This contains models (presented 

as projects on the UI level) and optimization services. The models contain scenarios and virtual scenario 

groups, and the virtual scenario groups contain virtual scenarios. This is an example: 

• XPRIServer 
o XPRIServerModel 

� XPRIServerScenario 
� XPRIServerScenario 
� XPRIVSG 

• XPRIVirtualScenario 

• XPRIVirtualScenario 

• XPRIVirtualScenario 
� XPRIVSG 

• XPRIVirtualScenario 

• XPRIVirtualScenario 
o XPRIServerModel 

� XPRIServerScenario 
 

To allow for more flexibility, the models can also contain a hierarchy of folders. Each folder can contain 

scenarios, virtual scenario groups, and other folders. This allows related scenarios and vsgs to be grouped 

together in a familiar way.  If this grouping is not required, everything can be stored in the model’s root 

folder (accessible through XPRIServerModel.getRootFolder ()). For example, when adding a new baseline 

scenario to the root folder of an object: 
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 XPRIServerScenario baseline = myModel.newBaselineScenario(“baseline”,model.getRootFolder(),””); 
 

6.6. Locking 

Exclusive access to a resource is often required by a client. For example, consider an editor for the ‘notes’ 

field of a model. The notes are fetched and displayed in a text box, the user allowed to make changes 

and the update saved back to the server. While the user is editing the field, any other modifications to the 

persisted data should be prevented. Insight provides a ‘locking’ mechanism to do this. Simply call lock() on 

any model, scenario or scenario group object to claim an exclusive lock on it. This is an example: 

XPRIServerModel myModel = insight.addModel("myModel","chess2insight.bim").waitFor(); 
XPRILock lock; 
try { 
    lock = myModel.lock(); 
} catch (XPRILockConflictException ex) { 
    System.err.println("Unable to lock model: "+ex); 
    System.exit(1); 
} 
try { 
    String notes = myModel.getNotes(); 
    String newNotes = updateNotes(notes); 
    myModel.setNotes(notes).waitFor(); 
} finally { 
    lock.unlock(); 
} 

 

The unlock() method should always be called to release a lock once the exclusive access is not longer 

required.  Note that locks are not re-entrant: i.e. calling lock() twice on the same object without calling 

unlock() in between always throw XPRILockConflictException. 

Some operations fail if the required lock is not held by the requestor. This is noted in the Javadoc 

reference documentation for the client API. 

6.7. Managing Optimization Services 

The XPRIServer object provides some basic methods for managing the list of optimization services: 

 public XPRIOptimizationService addOptimizationService(String name, String connStr, int capacity, boolean enabled) 
 public List<? extends XPRIOptimizationService> getOptimizationServices() 
 

The ‘capacity’ of an optimization service is the maximum number of scenarios it can execute concurrently, 

and the connection string is the Mosel/mmjobs connection string used to contact that server.  The 

methods above can be used to populate the list of available optimization services used by the job 

dispatcher in the Insight server. This is an example: 

 insight.addOptimizationService(“WinSrv001”,”xsrv:WinSrv001/insight”,4,true); 
 insight.addOptimizationService(“WinSrv002”,”xsrv:WinSrv002/insight”,4,true); 
 insight.addOptimizationService(“BigWinSrv001”,”xsrv:BigWinSrv001/insight”,16,true); 

 

6.8. Interacting with the Jobs queue 

A common task is to execute an existing scenario. This can be achieved by adding the scenario to the ‘jobs 

queue’; simply call: 

 XPRIJob myJob = myScenario.queueForExecution().waitFor(); 
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This queues the scenario for execution on one of the optimization services registered with the Insight 

server.  If any of the optimization services has free capacity, the scenario starts to execute immediately; if 

not, it remains queued until an optimization service with spare capacity becomes available. A simplistic 

approach is to wait for execution of the scenario to complete: 

 myJob.waitForJob(); 
 

However if there is a queue of jobs, or if the model takes some time to solve, then there may be a lengthy 

delay before the execution completes.  It is possible to call the getJobState method of the XPRIJob object 

to return a snapshot of the job’s current state, as shown in this example: 

XPRIJob.JobState state = myJob.getJobState(); 
switch (state.getStatus()) { 
    case CANCELLED: 
    case CANCELLING: 
        System.out.println("Job has been cancelled"); 
        break; 
    case COMPLETED: 
        System.out.println("Job has completed"); 
        break; 
    case FAILED: 
        System.out.println("Job failed to execute"); 
        break; 
    case EXECUTING: 
    case EXECUTING_LOCALLY: 
        System.out.println("Job is executing"); 
        break; 
    default: 
        System.out.println("Job is waiting to execute"); 
        break; 
} 
 

It is also possible to call XPRIJob.addJobQueueListener to add a ‘listener’ that will be informed of changes 

in the job state (started executing/completed/found a new solution/closed the gap/etc).  The XPRIJob 

object can also be used to pause, resume, and cancel a job, and to retrieve the log output of the model as 

it executes. 

The following method provide a complete list of the current jobs in the queue: 

 public List<XPRIJob> getJobs() 
 public void addJobQueueListener(XPRIJobQueueListener lst) 
 

Please consult the client API javadoc for full details. 

6.9. Dealing with Data 

The input-data & result-data for a scenario are encapsulated in the XPRIInputData/XPRIResultData 

objects, for example: 

XPRIResultData myData = myScenario.getResultData().get(0); 

 

Note that getResultData() returns a list of result-data objects; currently, this list is empty if the scenario 

has not executed, or contains at least 1 element.  Future versions of Insight may include ways for a 

scenario to generate many XPRIResultData objects as a means of recording multiple solutions. 

Access to individual sets & arrays within the input or results data is described in the documentation for 

creating custom Java views (chapter 5.7). 
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It is likely that the client application needs to not only read the data but also update it. The most 

important thing to note when updating a scenario’s input-data is that the object returned by 

XPRIServerScenario.getInputData() is read-only.  So the following code throws an 

UnsupportedOperationException: 

XPRIModelScehma.Entity<Double> limit_entity = myModel.getSchema().getEntity(“limit”,Double.class); 
XPRIInputData idata = myScenario.getInputData(); 
XPRIArray<Double> limit_array = idata.getReferenceToArray(limit_entity); 
limit_array.putByIndex(“wood”,125.9); 
 

In order to edit the input data, a local copy of that data must be created. This is a lightweight copy of the 

data, not linked to the server, which can be edited freely. Once the editing of the local copy of the input 

data is complete, it can be passed back to the scenario using setInputData(). For example: 

XPRIModelScehma.Entity<Double> limit_entity = myModel.getSchema().getEntity("limit",Double.class); 
XPRIInputData idata = myScenario.getInputData(); 
XPRIInputData idata_copy = idata.makeLocalCopy(); 
XPRIArray<Double> limit_array = idata_copy.getReferenceToArray(limit_entity); 
limit_array.putByIndex("wood",125.9); 
XPRILock scenarioLock = myScenario.lock(); 
try { 
    myScenario.setInputData(idata_copy).waitFor(); 
} finally { 
    scenarioLock.unlock(); 
} 
 

Note that the requestor must hold a lock on the scenario in order to update its input data. 

6.10. Scenario Groups & the Scenarios Table 

A Virtual Scenario Group is represented in the client API as an XPRIVSG object, and created from any 

baseline scenario, e.g.: 

 XPRIVSG myVSG = myModel.newVSG(“my VSG”, baselineScenario, myModel.getRootFolder()).waitFor(); 
 

An XPRIVSG has a base input data-set which can be accessed and modified in the same way as the input 

data for an individual scenario. The real power of the XPRIVSG, however, is the ‘scenario table’ 

(represented by the XPRIVSGTable interface).  This is a table of all the scenarios in the vsg. Modifiers can 

be added to the table and per-scenario values provided for each modifier.  

Each virtual scenario implements the XPRIVirtualScenario interface. The input data of a virtual scenario is 

defined as the input data of the XPRIVSG with the modifiers for that scenario applied. The input data of a 

virtual scenario cannot be modified directly (for example, setInputData()always throws an exception), but 

the data-value -> value map returned by getDataValues() can be modified to override values in the base 

input-data for a particular virtual scenario. 

An XPRIVirtualScenario exists only within the context of an XPRIVSGTable. To modify the XPRIVSGTable, 

access the object from the XPRIVSG, make a local copy, apply any changes, and then save the modified 

XPRIVSGTable back to the XPRIVSG to commit the changes to the repository.  For example: 

/* Create VSG */ 
XPRIVSG myVSG = myModel.newVSG("vsg", baseline, model.getRootFolder()).waitFor(); 
/* Make local copy of scenario table */ 
XPRIVSGTable table = myVSG.getScenariosTable(); 
XPRIVSGTable editableTable = table.makeLocalCopy(); 
/* Add a column to vary the limit("wood") data-value */ 
XPRIModelSchema.Entity<Double> limit_entity = myModel.getSchema().getEntity("limit", Double.class); 
XPRIDataValueReference<Double> limit_wood = new XPRIDataValueReference<Double>(limit_entity, new 
XPRIArrayIndices("wood")); 
editableTable.addDataValueReference(limit_wood); 
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/* Create virtual scenarios for wood limit in 50 unit increments from 50 to 500 */ 
for (int wood=50;wood<=500;wood+=50) { 
    XPRIVirtualScenario vs = editableTable.newVirtualScenario(); 
    vs.getDataValues().put( limit_wood, wood ); 
} 
/* Lock the VSG in order to save the scenario table */ 
XPRILock vsgLock = vsg.lock(); 
try { 
    myVSG.setScenariosTable(editableTable).waitFor(); 
} finally { 
    vsgLock.unlock(); 
} 
 

An XPRIVirtualScenario object implements the same methods as an XPRIScenario i.e. input data, results 

data, log output can be accessed as normal. 

6.11. Event Notification 

A client application can request to be informed of update events on models, scenarios & scenario groups 

in the typical way for Java objects – by registering a listener object with the addUpdateListener() method 

of the relevant classes. The example below demonstrates how to listen for new models being added: 

XPRIServer insight; 
... 
XPRIServerUpdateListener lst = new XPRIServerUpdateAdapter() { 
    @Override 
    public void modelCreated(XPRIUpdateEvent<XPRIServerModel> evt) { 
        System.out.println("A new model was created: "+evt.getTarget()); 
    } 
}; 
insight.addUpdateListener(lst); 
 

The XPRIUpdateEvent object provides a method (isLocalUpdate()) to distinguish between events triggered 

by the current session with the Insight server, and events initiated by other sessions of other client 

applications. The best practice recommendation is for a client application to refresh any data being 

displayed if it receives a notification that another client that has modified the data. If the update 

notification is locally triggered, then the client application should respond to the notification in whatever 

manner is consistent with the current local state. 

A listener on the server log can be registered which will be fired whenever any kind of update event is 

performed on the server. These events can be directed in human-readable form to any Writer object. This 

is useful for creating a troubleshooting log, For example: 

 insight.addServerEventLogListener( new FileWriter( “insight-events.log” ) ); 
 

6.12. Logging 

When developing a custom client, it may be very useful for the client to log some information to the JBoss 

server’s logfile.  Insight intercepts the standard Java logging sent to the subsystem 

“com.fico.xpress.insight.client” and propagate this to the server logfile. For example: 

 
 java.util.logging.Logger  insightLogger = java.util.logging.Logger.getLogger(“com.fico.xpress.insight.client”); 
 insightLogger.info(“Hello World”); 
 

By default, the server logfile is found in  

<installdir>/insight/server/jboss-as-7.1.0.Final/standalone/log/server.log. 
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7.7.7.7. Appendix A: Appendix A: Appendix A: Appendix A: mmmmmmmminsightinsightinsightinsight    referencereferencereferencereference    

7.1. procedure insight_end_initializations 

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

Indicate to Insight that initializations in the model are completed.  

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

procedure insight_end_initializations 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

None  
 

Return value Return value Return value Return value     

None  
 

Further information Further information Further information Further information     

This function marks the point in the model where the following occurs: 

a. The model schema and input data is captured during execution of a baseline 

b. The input data is injected during the execution of a scenario  

Related topics Related topics Related topics Related topics     

    

Module Module Module Module     

mminsight 
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7.2. procedure insight_minimize/insight_maximize  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

Solves the optimization problem defined by the Mosel model. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

procedure insight_maximize(alg:integer, obj:linctr) 

procedure insight_maximize(obj:linctr) 

procedure insight_minimize(alg:integer, obj:linctr) 

procedure insight_minimize(obj:linctr) 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

alg    the solver algorithm choices as defined by mmxprs.maximize    

obj    the objective function constraint    

 

 
 

Return value Return value Return value Return value     

None  
 

Further information Further information Further information Further information     

These procedures should be used as a substitute for the standard mmxprs minimize/maximize procedures 

in an Insight compatible model. The procedures apply the disable and relaxable settings to the model 

before calling minimize/maximize. Before returning, the procedures capture the final runtime metrics of 

the solver. 

Related topicsRelated topicsRelated topicsRelated topics    

mmxps.maximize, mmxprs.minimize  

 

Module Module Module Module     

mminsight 
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7.3. procedure insight_reset_progress  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

Resets the progress state for each progress metric back to zero. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

procedure insight_reset_progress 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

None  
 

Return value Return value Return value Return value     

None  
 

Further information Further information Further information Further information     

The Insight system reports a number of metrics during the process of solving the optimization model (see 

insight_update and insight_update_progress). This procedure sends notifications to reset the value for 

each metric to zero. 

Related topics Related topics Related topics Related topics     

insight_update, insight_update_progress 

MMMModule odule odule odule     

mminsight 
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7.4. procedure insight_results_available  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

Indicate to Insight that the model results are available for capture by the system. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

procedure insight_results_available 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

None  
 

Return value Return value Return value Return value     

None  
 

Further informationFurther informationFurther informationFurther information        

This function can be used to trigger the early capture of the results data. The default behavior is for the 

system to capture the results data at the end of the model execution. 

Related topics Related topics Related topics Related topics     

    

Module Module Module Module     

mminsight 
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7.5. procedure insight_update  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

Sends a progress update notification from the model to the Insight system. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

procedure insight_update(metric: integer, value: real) 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

    metric    the measurement of progress    

    value    the value of the metric    

Return value Return value Return value Return value     

None  
 

Further informationFurther informationFurther informationFurther information        

This function allows the model to report back progress to the system where it is accessible by a client for 

display. The Analyst Client displays the progress metrics in real time in the Job Queue pane.  

The defined metric types are defined as the following constants: 

Insight_GAP=1 

Insight_OBJVAL=2 

Insight_NUMSOLS=3 

Insight_OBJSENSE = 4 

The Insight event mechanism does not use the mmjobs send function. 

By default, mminsight registers the insight_update_progress function provided by the mminsight package 

as the callback function for the gapnotify callback. The insight_update_progress function calls 

insight_update for any metric that has changed. It is expected that the developer will only need to call 

insight_update directly if the gapnotify callback is registered against a function provided by the developer. 

Related topicsRelated topicsRelated topicsRelated topics    

insight_update_progress, insight_reset_progress 

Module Module Module Module     

mminsight 
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7.6. procedure insight_update_progress  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

Sends update notifications for all supported progress metrics to the Insight system. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

procedure insight_update_progress 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

    metric    the measurement of progress    

    value    the value of the metric    

Return value Return value Return value Return value     

None  
 

Further information Further information Further information Further information     

This procedure calls insight_update for each progress metric supported. 

By default, mminsight registers the insight_update_progress function provided by the mminsight package 

as the callback function for the gapnotify callback. The insight_update_progress function calls 

insight_update for any metric that has changed. It is expected that the developer will only need to call 

insight_update directly if the gapnotify callback is registered against a function provided by the developer. 

Related topicsRelated topicsRelated topicsRelated topics    

Insight_update, insight_reset_progress 

Module Module Module Module     

mminsight 
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7.7. function insight_use_original_data  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

Indicates whether the model is being executed as a baseline or scenario. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

function insight_use_original_data: boolean 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

None  
 

Return value Return value Return value Return value     

0 if the model is being executed as a scenario, 1 if the model is executed as a baseline    

Further information Further information Further information Further information     

This function should be used as the conditional test in an “if” statement around any Mosel code in the 

model that initializes managed input data entities from an external or non-deterministic source. 

Related topics Related topics Related topics Related topics     

    

Module Module Module Module     

mminsight 
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7.8. param insight_job_input  

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

It specifies the source of the input data to be loaded when executing a scenario. When debugging an 

Insight model in IVE, the developer can use this parameter to specify the location of a job file that was 

previously exported from the Insight system. 

TypeTypeTypeType    

string 

 

ValuesValuesValuesValues    

any string 

 

Default valueDefault valueDefault valueDefault value    

empty string 

 

Affects routinesAffects routinesAffects routinesAffects routines    

mminsight.insight_end_initializations 

 

Module Module Module Module  

mminsight 
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7.9. param insight_model_id  

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

The globally unique identifier for the project parent of the model. This parameter is read-only. 

TypeTypeTypeType    

string 

 

ValuesValuesValuesValues    

UID of project (read-only) 

 

Default valueDefault valueDefault valueDefault value    

UID of project 

 

Affects routinesAffects routinesAffects routinesAffects routines    

none 

 

Module Module Module Module  

mminsight 
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7.10. param insight_model_name 

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

The name of the project as specified by the companion file or the user. The insight_model_name is not 

related to the name of the mosel model. This parameter is read-only. 

TypeTypeTypeType    

string 

 

ValuesValuesValuesValues    

project name (read-only) 

 

Default valueDefault valueDefault valueDefault value    

project name 

 

Affects routinesAffects routinesAffects routinesAffects routines    

none 

 

Module Module Module Module  

mminsight 
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7.11. param insight_scenario_id 

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

The globally unique identifier for the scenario currently being executed by the model. This parameter is 

read-only. 

TypeTypeTypeType    

string 

 

ValuesValuesValuesValues    

UID of scenario (read-only) 

 

Default valueDefault valueDefault valueDefault value    

UID of scenario 

 

Affects routinesAffects routinesAffects routinesAffects routines    

none 

 

Module Module Module Module  

mminsight 
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7.12. param insight_scenario_name 

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

The name of the scenario currently being executed by the model. This parameter is read-only. 

TypeTypeTypeType    

string 

 

ValuesValuesValuesValues    

name of scenario (read-only) 

 

Default valueDefault valueDefault valueDefault value    

name of scenario 

 

Affects routinesAffects routinesAffects routinesAffects routines    

none 

 

Module Module Module Module  

mminsight 
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7.13. param insight_verbose 

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

Enables extra logging messages to be sent to the model output log when it is set to a non-zero value. 

TypeTypeTypeType    

integer 

 

ValuesValuesValuesValues    

0 or 1 

 

Default valueDefault valueDefault valueDefault value    

0 

 

Affects routinesAffects routinesAffects routinesAffects routines    

mminsight.insight_end_initializations, mminsight.insight_minimize, mminsight.insight_maximize 

 

Module Module Module Module  

mminsight 
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7.14. param insight_writeprob  

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

When set to a non-empty string, mminsight will call mmxprs.writeprob(thepath, “p”) immediately prior to 

solving the optimization problem. 

TypeTypeTypeType    

string 

 

ValuesValuesValuesValues    

any string 

 

Default valueDefault valueDefault valueDefault value    

empty string 

 

Affects routinesAffects routinesAffects routinesAffects routines    

mminsight.insight_minimize, mminsight.insight_maximize 

 

Module Module Module Module  

mminsight 
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8.8.8.8. Appendix BAppendix BAppendix BAppendix B: JavaScript API reference: JavaScript API reference: JavaScript API reference: JavaScript API reference    

8.1. Data dimensions 

FICO Xpress-Insight captures extra information alongside the basic contents of the entities it is managing. 

This data is made available as extra dimensions to the original data. The JavaScript functions for getting 

and setting the data values accept a dimension parameter to indicate that the action should be 

performed on an extra dimension of the data.  

8.1.1. The normal dimension 

The dimension parameter defaults to 0 which indicates the normal data dimension. The following table 

shows what data is captured as the normal dimension for each type of data managed by Insight: 

EEEEntity typentity typentity typentity type    Normal dataNormal dataNormal dataNormal data    

model Objective value 

primitive type Primitive value 

mpvar Solution value 

linctr Constraint activity 

 

8.1.2. Extra dimensions for model entity 

Dimension valueDimension valueDimension valueDimension value    ExtraExtraExtraExtra    datadatadatadata    

101 Run time 

102 Gap 

103 Number of solutions 

104 Problem status 

 

8.1.3. Extra dimensions for linctr entities 

Dimension valueDimension valueDimension valueDimension value    ExtraExtraExtraExtra    datadatadatadata    

1 Disable (is constraint disabled) 

2 Relax (was constraint relaxed) 

52 Violation 

54 RHS 

55 Type 
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56 Dual value 

 

8.1.4. Extra dimensions for mpvar entities 

Dimension valueDimension valueDimension valueDimension value    ExtraExtraExtraExtra    datadatadatadata    

81 Reduced cost 

82 Type 
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8.2. function Insight_array_getValue  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

This function returns an element of an array.  

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

function Insight_array_getValue(entityName, dimension, indices) 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

entityName Name of the entity array 

dimension Data dimension 

indices Array of indices 

 
Return value Return value Return value Return value     

The value of the element in the entityName array at the position in the array described by the indices.  
 

Further informationFurther informationFurther informationFurther information    

    

ExampleExampleExampleExample    
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8.3. function Insight_array_hasValue  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

This function checks to see if an element exists in the (sparse) array for the given indices. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

function Insight_array_hasValue(entityName, dimension, indices) 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

entityName Name of the entity array 

dimension Data dimension 

indices Array of indices 

 
ReturnReturnReturnReturn    value value value value     

true if the element exists, false otherwise  
 

Further informationFurther informationFurther informationFurther information    

    

ExampleExampleExampleExample    
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8.4. function Insight_array_setValue  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

This function sets an element in an array to the provided value. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

function Insight_array_setValue(entityName, dimension, indices, newValue) 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

entityName Name of the entity array 

dimension Data dimension 

indices Array of indices 

newValue Value to be set 

 
Return value Return value Return value Return value     

true on success, false otherwise.  
 

Further informationFurther informationFurther informationFurther information    

    

ExampleExampleExampleExample    
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8.5. function Insight_getModelId  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

This function returns the globally unique identifier for the project parent of the scenario currently being 

viewed by this instance of the HTML view. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

function Insight_getModelId() 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

None 

Return value Return value Return value Return value     

String containing the UID for the model.  
 

Further informationFurther informationFurther informationFurther information    

    

ExampleExampleExampleExample    
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8.6. function Insight_getModelName  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

This function returns the name of the project parent for the scenario currently being viewed by this 

instance of the HTML view. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

function Insight_getModelName() 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

None    

Return value Return value Return value Return value     

String containing the project name.  
 

Further informationFurther informationFurther informationFurther information    

    

ExampleExampleExampleExample    
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8.7. function Insight_getScenarioId  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

This function returns the globally unique identifier for the scenario currently being viewed by this instance 

of the HTML view. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

function Insight_getScenarioId () 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

None    

Return value Return value Return value Return value     

String containing the scenario UID.  
 

Further informationFurther informationFurther informationFurther information    

    

ExampleExampleExampleExample    
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8.8. function Insight_getScenarioName 

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

This function returns the name of the scenario currently being viewed by this instance of the HTML view. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

function Insight_getScenarioName() 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

None    

Return value Return value Return value Return value     

String containing the scenario name.  
 

Further informationFurther informationFurther informationFurther information    

    

ExampleExampleExampleExample    
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8.9. function Insight_reload  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

This function forces a reload of the view page. The string substitution for the entities and virtual entities is 

executed with the latest data and state values. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

function Insight_reload() 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

None 

 

Return value Return value Return value Return value     

true on success, false otherwise.  
 

Further informationFurther informationFurther informationFurther information    

The page reload happens asynchronously once the current JavaScript execution has completed. It is 
recommended that no further processing be done once Insight_reload is called i.e. let the JavaScript stack 
unwind. 
    

ExampleExampleExampleExample    
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8.10. function Insight_run  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

This function requests that the source scenario for the view be scheduled for execution. 

 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

function Insight_run() 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

None 

 

Return value Return value Return value Return value     

true if the scenario is successfully scheduled for execution, false otherwise.  
 

Further informationFurther informationFurther informationFurther information    

    

ExampleExampleExampleExample    
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8.11. function Insight_save  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

This function requests that any changes to the scenario input data be saved to the repository. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

function Insight_save() 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

None 

 

Return value Return value Return value Return value     

true if the scenario is successfully saved, false otherwise.  
 

Further informationFurther informationFurther informationFurther information    

    

ExampleExampleExampleExample    
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8.12. function Insight_scalar_getValue  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

This function returns the value of a scalar entity. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

function Insight_scalar_getValue(entityName, dimension) 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

entityName Name of the entity array 

dimension Data dimension 

 
Return value Return value Return value Return value     

The value of the scalar with the name entityName.  
 

Further informationFurther informationFurther informationFurther information    

    

ExampleExampleExampleExample    
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8.13. function Insight_scalar_setValue  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

This function sets the value of a scalar entity. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

function Insight_scalar_setValue(entityName, dimension, newValue) 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

entityName Name of the entity array 

dimension Data dimension 

newValue The value to set 

 
Return value Return value Return value Return value     

true if the value is successfully set, false otherwise.  
 

Further informationFurther informationFurther informationFurther information    

    

ExampleExampleExampleExample    
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8.14. function Insight_set_getValues  

Purpose Purpose Purpose Purpose     

This function gets the elements in a set. 

Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis     

function Insight_set_getValues(entityName, dimension) 

 

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments     

entityName Name of the entity array 

dimension Data dimension 

 
Return value Return value Return value Return value     

The elements in the named set as an array  
 

Further informationFurther informationFurther informationFurther information    

    

ExampleExampleExampleExample    

 


